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ABSTRACT
In this paper a comparison among six short-term water demand forecasting models is presented.
The models differ in terms of forecasting technique, type of prevision (deterministic or
probabilistic) and data requirement for calibration. In particular, the compared models are: an
Artificial Neural Network based model, a model based on periodic patterns, both requiring a
calibration over a year of historically observed water demands, two models that take into account
the periodic behaviours using observed data only on a restricted time window preceding the time of
forecast, a probabilistic model based on Markov chain and a Naïve model. All the models are
evaluated applying them to seven real-life case studies, consisting in two-year time series of hourly
water demands observed in districts/networks with a number of users variable from 120000 to 300.
The comparison shows that all the models provide similar and medium-high forecasting accuracy
for each case study but the models based on the moving-window technique are more robust and
their performances do not worse moving from the calibration to the validation period as for all the
other models considered.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Short-term water demand forecast [1-4] can provide a valuable management support tool for realtime scheduling of operation of the control devices in water distribution networks, such as pumps
and valves [5-6]. These models can also be used as a term of comparison for a timely identification
of anomalies in a district’s inflow such as those due to bursts. As a consequence, implementation of
these forecasting models within commercial tools, such as, for example, implementation of the
model developed by [7] in the support tool [8], and actual application of these models by water
utilities (see for example [9] and [10]) is becoming more popular.
The short-term water demand forecasting models can be differentiated basing on the adopted
forecasting techniques, the type of the prevision (deterministic or probabilistic) and the information
needed to set up the model and perform the forecast [11].
According to the forecasting technique, a first category contains the models based on data-driven
techniques. In particular, models based on the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [3, 4, 12] are
particularly relevant within this category, and in fact in the scientific literature several works
regarding the application of such models for water demand forecasting, as well as the comparison
with other data-driven models, can be found [13, 14]. A second category includes the models based
on the pattern recognition approach, which make explicit use of the periodicities that generally
affect water demands at different time levels to forecast future water demands (e.g. [2, 7, 15-17]).
With reference to the type of prevision provided by the model, it is worth noting that although most
of the short-term water demand forecasting models proposed in the literature are deterministic, as
clearly highlighted in [11], several stochastic models have recently been proposed (e.g. [18-21]).
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These models provide a probabilistic characterization of the forecast, besides the forecasted value of
future water demand.
Finally, considering the amount of data needed to set up the model, it is important to highlight that
all the models require a set of observed data in order to forecast future water demands. However,
some models require a long set of observed data in order to preliminary perform a calibration of all
the parameters of the model. Indeed, the calibrated model is then applied in real time considering
fixed parameters and coefficients. Thus the set of observed data used in the calibration phase should
include all the different possible conditions/behaviours of water demand that could be encountered
in the real time application. For example, data driven models, such as [20], or some models based
on pattern reproduction, such as [7], typically require at least one year of observed data for
calibration in order to fully consider the variability of water demand throughout the year. On the
contrary models based on a moving-window of observed data [e.g. 2, 17] do not need a fixed and
large set of observed data to perform calibration, since they update the parameters using the
observed data belonging to a time window of fixed size, typically a few weeks, which moves along
with the time of forecast.
This paper proposes a comparison among six models for short-term water demand forecasting, that
differs in terms of forecasting techniques, type of forecast and type of data needed for the models
set up. More specifically, the compared models are: a model based on an Artificial Neural Network,
a model based on the pattern recognition approach, two models based on the moving-window
technique, a model based on the Markov chains and finally a reference Naïve model. These models
are applied with the aim of forecasting hourly water demands up to 24 hours ahead. The comparison
is realized applying the models to seven real-life case studies, which make reference to different
sized districts/networks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A short description of each of the six models
aimed at hourly water demand forecasting is provided in Section 2. Thereafter, the seven case
studies are described, highlighting their main features, in Section 3. Analysis and discussion of the
results obtained by the application of the six models to the seven case studies is then given (Section
4) while conclusions complete the paper (Section 5).

2

THE FORECASTING MODELS

The following models for short-term water demand forecasting are compared in this work: two
deterministic models requiring a preliminary calibration phase, the first one based on an Artificial
Neural Network [20] that will hereinafter referred to as ANN_WDF and the second one based on
the analysis and simulation of the periodicities affecting the water demand [7], that will hereinafter
referred to as Patt_WDF; two models, still deterministic, based on the use of a moving time window
of observed data proposed by [2] and [17], respectively, hereinafter referred to as Bakk_WDF and
αβ_WDF; finally a probabilistic model based on the statistical concept of Markov chain [21],
hereinafter referred to as HMC_WDF. A model of the Naïve kind [21] is also considered as a term
of reference, as it identifies the forecast equals to the average demand of the specific hour of the day
computed upon the entire calibration data set.
Although referring to the original publications of each model for details, we briefly remember here
that the ANN_WDF model is based on a 3-layers neural network whose inputs are the water
demands observed in the 24 hours preceding the time of the forecast and a binary code identifying
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the type of the day (working/non-working). The Patt_WDF model forecasts the hourly water
demand taking into account periodic components, estimated basing on the demand patterns
(seasonal, weekly and daily) and persistence components, simulated using regression models. The
Bakk_WDF model also simulates the demand patterns, but using parameters calibrated upon
observed data of a time moving-window. The αβ_WDF model forecasts the water demand using
only two coefficients calibrated making use of observed data in a time window of a few weeks (for
example 4 weeks) moving along with the time of forecast. The HMC_WDF model applies the
statistic theory of the Markov chain, estimating the probability of the demand to belong to pre-fixed
ranges and using these results to compute a punctual forecast of the demand. For applying this
model, the time series are preliminary normalized in order to remove periodicities. With reference
to the last model, it is worth highlighting that, in order to compare it with the aforementioned
deterministic models, its capability to provide probabilistic information about the forecast is not
exploited and validated in this study, and only the punctual forecasts are compared with those of the
other models.

3

CASE STUDIES

The seven case studies (CS) here considered are all referred to networks and districts placed in
Northern Italy, each of which is characterized by a different size and number of users.
For each case study, two-years of observed hourly water demands were available. Table 1 shows
the number of users and the average water demand in each of the two years (y1 and y2 refer
respectively to year 1 and year 2), for each case study.
Table 1. Number of users and average annual water demand [L/s] for each case study.
Case Study (CS)
1
Number of users
120000
Average demand y1 [L/s] 952.4
Average demand y2 [L/s] 966.8

2
20000
180.0
177.5

3
9000
101.0
100.0

4
7000
56.0
67.9

5
7000
54.2
56.8

6
2500
24.9
24.7

7
300-3500
36.2
29.3

The case studies from 1 to 6 make reference to districts/networks which supply mainly residential
and industrial type of users whereas the CS7 makes reference to a bathing locality characterized by
a consistent variation of the number of users during the summer period.
In most of the case studies, the values of the annual average water demands in the two years of
sampling do not significantly change. Exceptions are the CS4 and CS5 which show an increase of
the annual average water demand of 21.3% and 5.0%, respectively, from the first year (y1) to the
second year (y2). The CS7 shows a significant variation of the users’ number throughout the year
due to the touristic seasonality (i.e. 3500 users during the touristic season and 300 during the rest of
the year). In addition, there is a significant reduction, ranging about 19%, of the annual average
water demand from year y1 to year y2.
Operatively, for the models requiring a calibration phase (ANN_WDF, Patt_WDF, HMC_WDF e
Naïve), y1 data are used for the calibration and y2 data for the validation, whereas Bakk_WDF and
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αβ_WDF models, whose parameters are updated at each forecast time upon observed data contained
in a moving window, are applied to the time series of the two years sequentially.

4

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of each analysed model, applied to each case study, is evaluated for each year as a
function of the forecasting horizon k in terms of Mean Absolute Error (MAE%), which is defined
as:
1
MAE % 
nd

nd

ei


i 1

100

obs

where nd is the number of data in the considered period (one year, for example), e=Qobs - Qfor is the
error, Qobs is the observed hourly water demand, Qfor is the forecasted hourly water demand and µobs
is the mean of the observed values.
Figure 1 shows the MAE% values as a function of the lead-time, obtained for each model applied to
each of the case studies and distinguishing the two years, y1 and y2. Firstly, all the models provide
a forecasting accuracy that is higher than the one of the Naïve model, for both y1 and y2. In
particular, the models provide similar results in terms of forecasting accuracy for y1: the MAE%
values are variable between 2% and 5% for CS1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, between 3.5% and 8% for CS4 and
between 10% and 30% for CS7. Specifically, it worth noting that in CS7 the mean absolute errors
are sharply higher than those of the remaining case studies, independently of the model applied.
This is due to the highly variable number of users and consequently demand of the district, which is
placed in a bathing locality, that makes the performances of all the models decline. Considering
more in details the results obtained in all the CSs for y2, the performances of the models are slightly
different than those of the year y1. Generally, the mean absolute error for the models Patt_WDF,
ANN_WDF and HMC_WDF tends to increase; in fact, these models require a calibration phase and
hence tend to provide a higher accuracy when applied to the calibration period (y1) than when
applied to the validation period (y2). The models based on the moving-window technique
(αβ_WDF e Bakk_WDF) provide instead similar accuracies for both the years.
The difference in the performances of these two classes of models can also be highlighted noting
that the models needing a calibration phase show slightly better performance for short time horizon
(k=1,…,4) and then remain stable, whereas the moving-window models provide a highly stable
accuracy independently of the forecasting horizon.
Still referring to Figure 1, a significant increase of the error of the HMC_WDF model can be
observed in y2 of the CS4 and CS5, that, as highlighted in Section 3, are characterised by a relevant
difference in the average water demand of years y1 and y2. Thus, it is deduced that the HMC_WDF
model tends to be more affected by the variability of the demand than the other models requiring an
extended calibration. The models Patt_WDF and ANN_WDF show a similar, although much lower,
performance worsening in the second year.
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Figure 1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE%) for different forecasting time horizons (k=1,2,..24) of each
forecasting models and each Case Study (CS1,CS2,..CS7) for the years y1 and y2.
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The considerations made so far are supported by the results outlined in Table 2, where the average
performances of each model for each case study in year y1 and y2 are considered independently by
the forecasting time horizon. More in details, Table 2 shows the difference between mean absolute
errors of each model in year y1 and in year y2 for each case study averaged over the 24 forecasting
horizons, i.e. MAE % y1  MAE % y 2 . Negative values indicate a performance worsening from y1 to y2
whereas positive values indicate a performance improvement.
Table 2. Difference between mean absolute errors of each model in year y1 and in year y2 for each
CS averaged over the 24 forecasting horizons.
MAE % y1  MAE % y 2

ANN_WDF
Patt_WDF
Bakk_WDF
αβ_WDF
HMC_WDF
Naive

CS1
-1.15
-1.47
-0.19
-0.27
-1.97
-2.07

CS2
-0.18
-0.69
0.28
0.26
-1.15
-1.22

CS3
-0.33
-0.96
-0.06
-0.02
-2.05
-1.72

CS4
-1.09
-3.47
-0.25
-0.42
-11.18
-10.50

CS5
-1.04
-1.51
0.59
0.44
-4.39
-2.60

CS6
-0.11
-0.68
0.16
0.22
-1.23
-2.08

CS7
-3.09
-6.68
-1.42
-0.52
-3.34
-11.73

It can be observed that all the models requiring calibration (ANN_WDF, Patt_WDF, HMC_WDF
and Naïve) show negative values of MAE % difference for each CS, whereas the moving-window
models (Bakk_WDF and αβ_WDF) shows negative values for CS1, 3, 4 and 7 and positive values
for the remaining CSs. It is further worth highlighting that, for the moving-window models, the
negative values of MAE % difference are in any case the smallest ones, with respect to all the other
models. It is deduced that, even when these models perform better in y1 than y2, the performance
worsening is very low. In particular, for Bakk_WDF and αβ_WDF models, the highest performance
worsening corresponds to CS7, with MAE % difference values of -1.42% and -0.52% respectively.
In general, the highest performance worsening is shown by Naïve model and HMC_WDF model,
with MAE % difference values of -11.73% (CS7) and -11.84% (CS4) respectively; the accuracy
decreasing is less marked for Patt_WDF and ANN_WDF models, with values of -6.68% (CS7) and
-3.09% (CS7) respectively.
In summary, Patt_WDF model provides the highest forecasting accuracy in y1, although with small
differences with respect to the other models. In y2 the forecasting accuracy is variable: in the CS1,
2, 3 and 6 Patt_WDF, ANN_WDF, αβ_WDF and Bakk_WDF provides the highest forecasting
accuracy, in the CS4 the model with the best performance is αβ_WDF, in the CS5 the most accurate
models are αβ_WDF and Bakk_WDF and finally in the CS7 the models Patt_WDF, ANN_WDF
and αβ_WDF provide the best forecasting performances.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a comparison among different water demand forecasting models, already present in the
scientific literature, applied to forecast hourly demands over a 24-hour time horizon is presented.
The comparison is performed by applying the models to seven case studies, consisting in time series
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of two years of water demand observed in different networks/districts supplying different sized
areas and different type and number of users.
The applied models differ in terms of forecasting technique, type of forecast and information used
to set up the model and perform the forecast.
The results show that models based upon different forecasting techniques provide good and similar
performances in terms of forecasting accuracy. In fact, the models that, in general, proved to be the
most accurate are Patt_WDF, ANN_WDF, αβ_WDF and Bakk_WDF models; thus the same
forecasting accuracy can be obtained using both data-driven and pattern-based techniques.
A more pronounced difference can be observed between the models requiring a long data set of
historically observed water demand for calibration and those based on the moving-window
technique. Indeed, the models of the first category (Patt_WDF, ANN_WDF and HMC_WDF)
show, in each case study, a forecasting accuracy decreasing from the calibration phase to the
validation phase. The decreasing tends to be more or less marked according to the difference of the
average water demand considered in the two phases and it leads to an under/overestimation of the
demands in the validation phase depending on whether the value of the average demand observed in
the validation phase is higher/lower than the one of the calibration phase. The models based on the
moving-window technique (αβ_WDF and Bakk_WDF) provide a stable and equally high
forecasting accuracy in the two phases of application, thanks to their own structure that allows to
continuously update the parameters or coefficients of the model according to water demands
observed in rather short window moving along with the forecast time.
A separate consideration should be made for the HMC_WDF model which shows the highest
difference in accuracy between the calibration and validation phase and thus shows a higher
sensitivity, in terms of performance, to the variability in average water demands of the different
years. Nonetheless, even though not considered in this deterministic comparison, this model is also
capable to provide probabilistic results about the forecasted water demand, unlike the remaining
deterministic models.
Finally, all the models share a certain degree of sensitivity to water variability throughout the year.
Indeed, the presence of a case study making reference to a bathing locality highlighted a general
difficulty of all the models in properly forecasting sharp water demand changes due to consistent
variation of the number of users in some periods of the year, resulting in significant decrease of the
forecasting accuracy with respect to all the other case studies.
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